
Embedding Early Literacy and 
Learning to Look at Print Into Play 

Based Learning



Why is Teaching Reading to Young 
Children So Important? 

“Reading success is the foundation for achievement 
throughout the school years. There is a critical window of 
opportunity from the ages of four to seven for children to 
learn to read. Research on early reading difficulties is very 
clear: Children who continue to experience reading 
difficulties in Grade 3 seldom catch up later. It makes sense 
to detect problems early in order to avoid the escalation of 
problems later.”

Early Reading Strategy: The Report of the Expert Panel on Early Reading in Ontario, 2003 (p. 7)

 



How are 
your eyes  
scanning?



Learning to Look at Print

● 1-1 matching with crisp pointing

● Learning and using letters and sounds

● Developing a consistent left to right visual scan

● Developing a reading and writing vocabulary

● Locating and using known words to self monitor
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What is a Provocation?
“Provocations” spark interest, and may create wonder, 
confusion, or even tension.  They inspire reflection, 
deeper thinking, conversations, and inquiries, to satisfy 
curiosity and resolve questions.  In this way, they extend 
learning.”

- The Kindergarten Program 2016,  p. 13



Why is dramatic play 
so important to learning?

Why is it so powerful to embed 
literacy learning opportunities into 

authentic play and inquiry?



Literacy Opportunities Embedded in this Play-based 
Centre
• Labels and signs (basic) - SKs leading JKs
• Labelling hair styles and designs (became a much-loved book)
• Creating the price list for services
• Writing receipts and working with money
• Writing thank you letters to the stylists
• Creating advertisements for products - iPads
• Developing a work schedule
• Decorating the salon - specifically the waiting room (art)
• Reading the salon with pointers



Special Enticements: Making reading, writing, and looking 
at print integral components of the centre

• Letter and word sorts

• Instructions/routines for centre written with graphics

• Teacher modelling and more modelling - enter the play and 

engage in literacy

• Read the centre - have pointers available (training pupils to 

conduct a consistent left-to-right visual scan

• Fiction for interactive retells - popsicle stick puppets with story 

tag lines readily accessible combined with mural-type art

• Nonfiction interactive retells - with props and labels to use 

• …
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